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The synonyms of “Luckily” are: as luck would have it, fortuitously, fortunately,
happily, providentially, by good luck, by good fortune, propitiously

Luckily as an Adverb

Definitions of "Luckily" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “luckily” as an adverb can have the following
definitions:

It is fortunate that.
By good fortune.

Synonyms of "Luckily" as an adverb (8 Words)

as luck would have it To the same degree (often followed by `as.
by good fortune In reserve; not for immediate use.
by good luck So as to pass a given point.

fortuitously By good fortune.
My arrival appears to be fortuitously timed.

fortunately By good fortune.
Fortunately no shots were fired and no one was hurt.

happily In a joyous manner.
They shouted happily.

propitiously In an auspicious manner.
providentially In a prudent manner.
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Usage Examples of "Luckily" as an adverb

Luckily for me it's worked out.
Luckily they didn't recognize me.

Associations of "Luckily" (30 Words)

acknowledge Report the receipt of.
She acknowledged that she might have forgotten.

appreciate Recognize with gratitude; be grateful for.
She feels that he does not appreciate her.

appreciative Having or showing appreciation or a favorable critical judgment or opinion.
An appreciative audience.

appreciatively With appreciation; in a grateful manner.
He accepted my offer appreciatively.

cheerfully In a cheerful way.
He was whistling cheerfully.

chortle Laugh quietly or with restraint.
He chortled at his own pun.

chuckle A quiet or suppressed laugh.
Melissa gave a chuckle.

delighted Feeling or showing great pleasure.
We were delighted to see her.

delightful Causing delight; charming.
A delightful secluded garden.

fain Gladly.
He was fain to acknowledge that the agreement was sacrosanct.

fortunately By good fortune.
Fortunately no shots were fired and no one was hurt.

giggle
Laugh lightly and repeatedly in a silly way, from amusement, nervousness,
or embarrassment.
The girls giggled when the rock star came into the classroom.

gladly Willingly or eagerly.
I would have gladly paid for it.

good
In a good or proper or satisfactory manner or to a high standard good is a
nonstandard dialectal variant for well.
I m feeling pretty good all things considered.
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grateful Feeling or showing an appreciation for something done or received.
The grateful shade.

gratefully With appreciation; in a grateful manner.
Your financial support is gratefully acknowledged.

gratitude
The quality of being thankful; readiness to show appreciation for and to
return kindness.
She expressed her gratitude to the committee for their support.

greet Send greetings to.
Sam threw open the door and was greeted by a cacophony of noise.

happily In a joyous manner.
Eleanor giggled happily.

honorable Adhering to ethical and moral principles.
Followed the only honorable course of action.

inclined Leaning or turning away from the vertical or horizontal; sloping.
Wasn t inclined to believe the excuse.

laugh The sound of laughing.
Come along it ll be a laugh.

luck
An unknown and unpredictable phenomenon that causes an event to result
one way rather than another.
I don t like Friday it s bad luck.

nice Exhibiting courtesy and politeness.
A nice bit of craft.

relieved Extending out above or beyond a surface or boundary.
Relieved parents who had waited anxiously for news.

smile Express with a smile.
At first fortune smiled on him.

smiling Smiling with happiness or optimism Lewis Carroll.
Smiling groves and terraces.

thankfully In a thankful manner; with thanks.
She thankfully accepted the armchair she was offered.

titter A short, half-suppressed laugh.
Her stutter caused the children to titter.

willingly In a willing manner.
I willingly accept.
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